Women's New Fashionable Suits

We have just landed our first business the past week. An extra force of experienced tailors are working overtime to give our patrons prompt and efficient service and not meet with any disappointments.

There are all kinds of cheap suits to be had, and a garment can hardly be judged by printers' ink. Shop around and examine yourself of the excellent suits the Miller-Altenberg Co. can offer you at—

$19.50  $25.00  $35.00

Less expensive ones at........ $15.00
Higher grade suits from...... $25.00 to $60.00

Second Millinery Surprise

Tomorrow, Saturday

Another opportunity is afforded to you to obtain your summer and every day costume livery at a small portion of its actual worth.

This is the second shipment of a new millinery; consisting of the best creations in trimmed hats, no two alike. This entire shipment is divided into two assortments.

SPECIAL ONE BOX

Make This One

$2.25. $3.25. $4.50. $6.25.

SPECIAL TWO BOX

Make This One

$5.00

DINE

At A West Superior St.

Charming Spring Models

In small and large hats, many new styles have been added to our stock of exclusive hats this week, and we have an excellent assortment ready for your inspection.

We Know We Can Suit You.

Sibbitt & West Superior St.

AFTER THE RAIN

Planet, Jr.

Plan the surroundings beautifully, with more variety and show, for the small garden of the city, and with less money and work, than the average garden. A new era is to make the town of gardens.

"NEWWINDERS" GIVES PERSIAN

American Wedding Custom Followed at Banquets.

DOTHAN MILK WAREH.

Joseph Lenyaga, Well Known Little School Teacher.

There's a way to tell the genuine "Kayser" glove—look in the box for the name "Kayser." It is there for your protection.

"Kayser" Gloves

Cost No More

than the "ordinary kind," and are worth double in quality, fit and value, and every pair carries a guarantee that a "true pair free" if the "fog" wear out before the gloves.

Don't accept the "just as good" kind. Look in the box for the name "Kayser." Mark of the genuine.